
The day had come! 

The AGPU! 

The current Committee were hard at work to ensure a successful evening 

Then, from nowhere came a tear jerking email from resident Hash oddity BallPoint. 

He had just visited his mother in an area that had seen recent Covid activity but had rushed 

back toi join his ‘mates’. 

Immediately 5 Committere members had to down tools and address what could be a health 

crisis for the Hash on this day of days. 

Emails went to BP explaining the situation, The Host Blackstump threatened police action if 

BP turned up with possible COVID infection, the GM put in a call  to BP. It was then that we 

found this was all a hoax and BP’s version of a joke. Some may have found it amusing but 

the main task of the Committee members was diverted for around 8 collective hours at at time 

when those hours could have been better spent. It is sad that a brilliant mind can cause such 

inconvenience and not for the first time. 

We moved on to 5pm after much preparation by many. Blackstump took charge and we were 

directed on a delightful Run/Walk in familiar territiry and back to the bucket in around 40-50 

minutes. Some may have never left. 

Soon New Scribe Nasty arrived with perfectly cooked chicken pieces suitably spiced. These 

were wolfed down by the Pack who then went back to enjoying themselves. 

Shortly the GM took the floor and distributed largesse in the form of upmarket shirts and 

sunglasses as well as pocket patches to suit the new Tails some had received. 

Awards werre also announced for Best Run, Sir Botcho and Best Nosh, Now Loved, 

subcontracted to the one and only KB who accepted the Award in style. 

The came the announcement of the new Hierachy, a sliimed down group reflecting changed 

times 

Hash Cash  
Kwakka - going around again. 

Super Hon Sec, inc. TrailMaster, TrailerMaster, Flash Nasty 

This role now combines all these administrative functions with help from seasoned 

campaigners such as Sir Rabbit, Blackstump, drivers as needed. 

RA  
Brutus. 

BoozeMaster  

Foxtrot Oscar 

And finally! 

GM  

Sir Two Dogs 

 

Immediately we feasted on Pasta Bolognese, salads, garlic bread all prepared by Host and 

80th Birthday Boy, Blackstump with great help from Helen Blackstump. 

When everyone was feeling sleepy as a result of marvellous Nosh we were roused again for a 

CELEBRATION of Blackstump’s Hash Career to date conducted by impressario Sir Prince 

Valiant. 

This was followed by a cutting of the cake which was again wolfed down with ice cream and 

fruit by the hungry Pack. 

The night then slowly receded and Hashmen drifted away to their lairs happy and content 

after a great year. 

On On 
 
Carefree  
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Word is that the chicken wings and drummets were a highlight of the Nosh at the AGPU. The 

Nasty hotline was working overtime on Tuesday morning with hashmen very keen to share 

their opinion of the night.  

Highlights of the calls. Guess which comments came from the GM and Carefree 😳 

It was the best AGPU ever 

It was the worst AGPU ever 

The wine and food was fantastic  

The wine and food was crap  

There was enough of everything  

There were rations for everything  

It was a great night  

It was fucking freezing  

The awards were fantastic  

The majority of awards were to committee  

The new committee is fantastic  

The new committee is fucking amazing  

 

I’m sure you’re all very pleased to know that nothing has changed in Hash and that with Sir 

Two Dogs at the helm GCHHH is in very good hands. Sir Rabbit said the wheels are back on 

the wagon. We are all looking forward to the first unified GCHHH run since COVID and a 

year of FUN FRIVOLITY, BUSH RUNS AND FUCK UPS as the rule book is thrown out 

the window.  

 

As we are the Gourmet Hash here is the details of the award winning food from the AGPU 

with instruction provided by Carefree.  

How to cook Chicken Wings  

Nasty,   For the cook:    Method: Follow the instructions on packet exactly and the result will 

be great. I did two test runs and got good results. On the second I cooked for 25 minutes 

without issues. The pack says 20. Probably best to go to 25 due top the volume you are doing. 

You can layer using baking paper provided. Maybe as many as three layers but certainly two. 

Cook just once DO NOT reheat as they could go tough. 

 
 

 

 

On On  
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Nasty  

 

 
 


